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Message
from the
Dean
On March 18, 2020, the library
closed its doors to users, as the
campus emptied and we responded
to stay-at-home orders. All staff
transitioned to working remotely.
Suddenly, our attention shifted to
promoting our electronic resources
and providing all instructional and
research support virtually. Our
message to students, faculty, and
staff: Fear not. The library is open.
Virtually. We always have been.
— from Dean's Note in LMU This Week,
"Invisible Labor in Libraries," Sept. 28, 2020

As I conclude 2020-21 and plan for the
upcoming academic year, I cannot help but
reflect upon all that we have been through
in the past 18 months. As life settles into a
new normal, many in our community are
still traumatized by the pandemic; by the
murder of George Floyd and the protests that
followed this tragedy; and by the aftermath of
the Trump presidency. Just when we thought
that the healing had begun, we experienced
an insurrection at the Capitol on Jan. 6 and an
ongoing assault on voting rights at the state
level. The university and the William H. Hannon
Library operate within this context. The library
staff strive to support one another and the entire
LMU community, offering a place of healing
and community as we welcome everyone back

to campus. As I look back, I see that we have
much to celebrate: Winning the 2021 ACRL
Excellence in Academic Libraries Award; our
many successes in shifting our primary focus to
online access; and continuing to provide access
to our physical collections.
This is a pivotal year, in which we both
recognize and applaud past achievements and
begin unit-level strategic planning. Despite
uncertainty, you will see in this Year in Review
how Hannon Library staff worked together and
with campus colleagues to provide outstanding
reference, instruction, and collections support
to our users. We already have deep and wide
electronic resources but we reallocated funds
to add more; if a needed resource was only
available in an analog format, we converted it
to digital and delivered it online. But sometimes
there is no substitute for the physical object.
Archives and Special Collections was able to
provide selected researchers with safe access
to the library. We also arranged for book pickup
at the Distribution Center and mailed books
to students and faculty anywhere in the U.S.
We moved all library instruction to Zoom and
designed online assignments for rhetorical arts
that the instructors found even more effective
than the face-to-face versions. We broke records
with the volume of our chat reference questions
and Zoom research consultations.
We also moved all of our programs to a
virtual format, including Faculty Pub Night,
our longest-running series, which attracted
audiences from L.A. and beyond. In order to
address systemic problems with misinformation
online (especially surrounding the 2020 election
and the COVID-19 pandemic), we designed a
multi-part Digital Citizenship workshop series
focusing on skills that students can use to
navigate online information spaces. However,
as much as we value our ability to teach and
communicate remotely, we were also excited to
reopen our doors to students by appointment in

March 2021. The Hannon Library was built to be
filled with students, faculty, and staff.
We eagerly anticipated the new academic year
and began diligently planning in the Spring.
Our successful DEI Task Force, convened
in summer 2020, has been transitioned to
a standing committee within the library; its
members will be guiding the integration of
diversity, equity, inclusion, and anti-racism into
all aspects of our new unit-level plan. For more
than a decade, the library has prioritized DEI in
personnel matters, including hiring, retention,
and climate; information literacy instruction
and workshops; outreach and programs; and
collection building. However, this work is never
finished. In addition to previous and current
DEI efforts, the library will be looking for ways
to reverse the continuing negative impact of
misinformation and disinformation in civic life.
We have also changed our organizational
structure and reallocated resources to create
two new librarian positions to support
digital library development and scholarly
communication. Through the Open and
Affordable Textbook Initiative (OATI), now
in its third year, we will continue to work with
campus partners to reduce the cost of textbooks
and increase accessibility to course materials
for our students. The pandemic has also taught
us the value of flexible work schedules, working
hybrid and remotely, and attention to work-life
balance. I am committed to the success and
well-being of every library employee, including
our student assistants. Without our staff, the
Hannon Library would be an empty shell.

KRISTINE BRANCOLINI
Dean of the Library
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How an
Academic
Library
Responds
to a
Pandemic
While our need to respond to COVID-19
shutdowns was not unique, we were
well-situated to handle changes
brought about by higher education’s
national pivot to remote learning. For
years, the William H. Hannon Library
has offered online support via virtual
chat and research consultations. Our
online information literacy tutorials,
various how-to videos, and hundreds
of research databases available from
anywhere in the world made making the
move to online-only access easier for
our students, faculty, and library staff.
However, some aspects of our services
required more attention during
the transition. We rebuilt library
instruction, historically an in-person
experience, into online modules
for information literacy and special
collections instruction. We reimagined
the annual library visit for rhetorical
2 | 2020– 2021 YEAR IN REVIEW

arts classes by creating a flippedclassroom approach; featuring videos
embedded into every Brightspace
course, assigned as homework;
and used class time to enhance the
information literacy discussion.
In Archives and Special Collections,
we adapted our instruction sessions to
focus on the interpretation of digital
or digitized objects, allowing students
to investigate artifacts from all angles
in a way that was previously difficult
with fragile items. In fall 2020, from
their homes around the world, students
in one rhetorical arts course worked
with the Venegas Family Papers, an
important archive of photographs,
handwritten letters, and other archival
objects, and spoke with members of
the Venegas family. Critically, students
discovered connections between our
archives and the lives of real people.
These students took what they learned
in our digital classrooms to create a
digital exhibit which premiered in
May 2021, titled “Entre Dos Mundos:
Strength and Resilience in the
Venegas Family.”

We moved all our programs and
events to virtual formats, all the while
continuing our focus on programming
for social justice and cultural
engagement. Bringing historical
women to life through student actors’
performances, this year’s Women’s
Voices event, “With Courage and
Responsibility, We Look to the Future:
Black Suffragist Voices,” honored
women of color who fought for
voting rights and who challenged the
treatment of African Americans.
Faculty Pub Night continued on
Zoom, its modified format allowing for
more in-depth question-and-answer
discussions from the community. The
annual Theatre Arts takeover of the
library, the Haunting of Hannon, took
on the challenge of adapting to remote
performance with fervor, focusing on
the more “demonic” elements of the
library’s digital collections.
Starting in the fall semester, we worked
with campus partners to offer mail
pickup and delivery options for print
books that we couldn’t obtain through

e-book vendors. Print reserves support
transitioned to e-book and scanning
services for course reserves. The Open
Access Textbook Initiative, including the
Course-Adopted Texts (CATS) program,
established a foundation for us to find
e-books where possible for courses, so
that students would have uninterrupted
access to their course texts.
Finally, in March 2021, with L.A. County
restrictions loosening, we were able to
reopen our doors, first to students and
only for quiet study space among our
various study wedges and study rooms.
Then, in summer 2021, we expanded
our building access to faculty and staff,
including stacks browsing and computer
access. This endeavor required a
great deal of adaptation of spaces,
signage, and seating to accommodate
county guidelines. We look forward
to continuing to increase access to the
campus community throughout fall 2021
and into spring 2022.

Remembering Walt “Cat” Walker

a supportive manager to his cataloging staff: “The
impact you had on my life changed everything.”
In August 2021, we hosted a virtual symposium to
celebrate Walt’s memory. This half-day virtual event
brought together friends, family, and scholars from
around the nation to celebrate Walt’s impact and
discuss many of the issues that surrounded his work
in libraries, including cataloging programs, projects,
outreach, and initiatives, from areas of academic
library and archives work. Archivist Shawn(ta)
Smith-Cruz, assistant curator and associate dean for
Teaching, Learning, and Engagement at New York
University Division of Libraries, was the keynote
speaker. We additionally heard presentations from
representatives of the ONE Archives, ALA’s Rainbow
Roundtable, and Homosaurus, as well as poster
sessions from scholars on a variety of topics related
to the intersection of cataloging, archives, and queer
studies.

Walt “Cat” Walker, long-time head of cataloging
and an associate librarian at the William H. Hannon
Library, passed away unexpectedly in June 2020.
Walt was a cataloger and an activist. In addition
to his work at LMU, he was an active member of
the American Library Association since 1990,
supporting the profession nationally through service
and scholarship. Walt was director-at-large for the
ALA’s Rainbow Round Table, where he helped
develop a series of annotated bibliographies on
LGBTQ resources. He was also a member of the
editorial board of Homosaurus, an international
linked data vocabulary of LGBTQ terms that supports
improved access to LGBTQ resources within cultural
institutions. Walt contributed major revisions to the
International Thesaurus of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Intersex Terms. His work with the

Association for Library Collections and Technical
Services’ Online Audiovisual Catalogers and the
Program for Cooperative Cataloging helped establish
cataloging standards and guidelines that are used by
librarians across the globe. Walt was also a volunteer
at ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives at the
USC Libraries for 25 years, serving as board member
(1999−2002) and chair of the library committee
(2000−03). He was a founding member of ACT UP/
L.A., organizing and participating in demonstrations
in response to the AIDS crisis.
We remember Walt for his trademark dry humor and
cataloging acumen, as well as his care and support of
his colleagues. As Cynthia Becht recalled, “with Walt,
I found instant cataloging family.” As Raymundo
Andrade recounted in “Thank you, Walt,” a post for
the library website written in July 2020, Walt was

In honor of Walt and his work with ACT UP/L.A.,
we acquired a 1989 art poster of “Ignorance = Fear”
by Keith Haring as a legacy artifact. Haring’s street
art represents an iconic moment in the history of
the AIDS pandemic and social injustice in America.
The characters in his art, often presented without
race or gender, promote powerful messages for a
global community. We also acquired a 1989 mailer
that Haring designed for ACT UP. With these two
acquisitions, we are dedicated to expanding our
collections in this area. In the generations to come,
our students, faculty, and staff will continue to benefit
from Walt’s work and the inspiration he gave to his
colleagues and friends. It is impossible to put into
words the impact that Walt had in our library and in
the community more generally. We miss him.
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Significant Acquisitions
in Archives and Special
Collections
Jim and Jeanne Pieper Collection
(a)
The Pieper family donated more than 400
devotional art and artifacts that span several
centuries and represent a variety of faith
traditions from around the world. Jim Pieper,
the original collector, especially sought ordinary
objects of personal use. He and his wife, Jeanne,
often met the original creators and users of these
artifacts on their many travels. The amazing
Pieper Collection supports our goal to enrich
our special collections with materials created by
historically underrepresented peoples, telling
their own story.

a
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This year’s additions to our special collections enhanced the globally
diverse voices we seek to preserve, as well as deepened holdings that
illuminate Los Angeles stories. Most of our significant acquisitions
were gifts from generous donors and include several extraordinary
collections. We look forward to sharing the following, and many more,
with our campus community.

Ichikawa Family Papers (b)

Frank von Zerneck Collection

This collection is a treasure trove of
remembrance, documenting the 20th century
experience of a Los Angeles, Catholic, Japanese
American family. Particularly moving are their
scrapbooks that record the family’s incarceration
at Heart Mountain, Wyoming, during World
War II.

More than 150 bound volumes meticulously
capture the raw production data of Frank von
Zerneck’s television films, dating from the 1970s
heyday of network “movies of the week” through
his successful transition to cable television,
notably producing for Turner Network Television.
In addition to Zerneck’s television productions,
which include the Emmy-nominated “21 Hours
at Munich,” the collection devotes one volume
to the 1976 play, “I Have a Dream”, which he
co-produced in collaboration with Coretta

The Ichikawa Family Papers joins other archival
collections in the library, such as the Venegas
Family Papers, that help to broaden our
understanding of Los Angeles and the diverse
Catholic voices that shaped the city’s history.

b

Charles and Louise Silverberg
Inkwell Collection (c)
The traveling inkwells in the Silverberg Collection
date from the mid-19th to the early 20th century,
offering a fascinating glimpse into how people
might have written while away from home. The
collection emphasizes specimens of the British
Victorian period as well as several Japanese
yatate. These artifacts complement our Robert
and Miriam Kinsey Collection of netsuke,
miniature sculptures originally designed to keep
objects like yatate securely fastened to a traveler’s

Scott King.

garments.

c

Important gifts this year also include the eloquent 1962 oil
painting “City of Night” by JoAnn Cowans. The artist captured
local history through her painting of the Playa del Rey oil derricks.
Several Chinese ceramic and enamelware, donated by Professor
Kirstin Noreen from her father’s collection, enrich the Asian art
within our collections. LMU history came home to the archives with
donations of a Loyola Guild ledger (1952−73) and photographs of
pre-merger Loyola University. We selectively purchased other
items to expand our unique holdings, including:

Additionally, we added manuscripts and publications documenting the antebellum African American experience, a 1700 edition of
the posthumous works of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, Andrew Lang’s
Blue Fairy Book, and a manuscript sample book created by a French
lacemaker, Marie Vachoiz, dated 1869. An original drawing with poem,
“Movie House” (1972), by Carlos Almaraz, an important queer Latinx
artist of Los Angeles, and Gabby Cooksey’s artist’s book “Blight”
(2020), combining her visual commentary on climate change with
Ralph Waldo Emerson’s poem, also joined our collections.

Philippo Buonanni, S.J., Musaeum
Kircherianum. 1709 (a)

Keith Haring–ACT UP. Ignorance =
Fear. 1989

Notable Exhibition: Entre Dos
Mundos (d–f)

Philippo Buonanni succeeded Athanasius
Kircher as curator of the Jesuits’ famous “cabinet
of curiosities” which Kircher founded in 1651.
Musaeum Kircherianum is a sumptuously
illustrated catalog of the museum’s numerous
collecting areas, including natural history
specimens and antiquities. The many pages
devoted to sea shell illustrations are due to
Buonanni’s area of expertise; he is considered one
of the early founders of conchology.

We acquired a copy of the iconic poster that artistactivist Keith Haring designed for ACT UP, one of
the leading advocacy groups to form in the 1980s
to address the AIDS pandemic. With the poster
we acquired a sealed ACT UP mailer designed by
Haring, which includes a fund-raising letter he
wrote. These purchases were made in memory of
Walt “Cat” Walker (see page 3).

While gallery exhibits were put on a hiatus this
year, we ventured into the exciting arena of digital
exhibits. In fall 2020, rhetorical arts students
in Laura Poladian’s classes, and Archives and
Special Collections Instruction Librarian Rachel
Wen-Paloutzian, collaborated to build a series of
digital exhibits. Over the course of the semester,
the group met virtually from different parts of the
world. We embarked on a journey of discovery
with unique archival materials to explore their
historical significance and tell stories that
resonate with us today.

Black Panther Party. The Black
Panther: Black Community News
Service (b–c)

Using Padlet, an interactive digital tool, students
worked with a selection of digitized artifacts
from archival collections housed at the library.
One group of students focused on the cherished
Venegas Family Papers. Through firsthand
encounters and research with personal artifacts in
the Venegas family archives, students immersed
themselves in the family history, the family’s

Issued weekly, this title was the Black Panther
Party’s official newspaper in which it promoted
Black empowerment to improve societal
conditions. We acquired 21 issues dated from the
year 1969.

a

b

c

d

e

immigration experiences from Mexico to Los
Angeles, and the family’s bonds across borders
and time. Amidst the pandemic, students
inhabited two worlds themselves – the digital and
the physical – mirroring the students’ particular
places in the world and the transnational journey
of the Venegas family.
Students further strengthened their connection
with the Venegas family when they met on Zoom
with Teresa Venegas and Carlos Venegas, two
members of the Venegas family, to hear the
fascinating recounting of their family stories. We
treasured the conversations with the Venegas
family members who generously shared their
time and insight in support of the digital exhibit.
The rhetorical arts student-curated digital exhibit
“Entre Dos Mundos: Strength and Resilience
in the Venegas Family” is a fine achievement to
mark this unique online learning experience with
our archives and special collections. We hope the
digital exhibit will connect with audiences across
the globe.

f
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Supporting LMU’s
Anti-Racism Project
The original charge for the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Task Force was to conduct a systemic
analysis of areas of opportunity and challenges in our unit, noting past and current activities, making
recommendations for advancing and integrating DEI initiatives into library services and operations
in the future, and reporting out to the university community. The task force collaborated crossdepartmentally to identify recent initiatives that already centered or supported diversity, equity,
inclusion, and anti-racism (DEIA). Highlights of this work included:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Incorporating social analysis techniques in our instruction classes to teach information
literacy and critical inquiry skills that our students need to uncover biases and assumptions.
Focusing on DEIA topics in our archives and special collections classes, engaging with
related archival and primary source materials, and building inclusive, diverse, anti-racist
collections.
Replacing all instances of the Library of Congress subject heading “Illegal aliens” with the
term “Undocumented immigrants,” and redesigning our workflows to integrate the manual
maintenance work required to keep problematic phrases such as "Illegal aliens" out of our
catalog records moving forward.
The launch of a Dean’s Book Club where library staff select, read, and discuss books
focusing on DEI topics such as micro-aggression or subtle acts of exclusion, racism,
discrimination, white supremacy, and intersectionality. Each reading was paired with a
critical discussion that challenged library staff to consider the following: How do these
topics relate to our personal and professional experiences? What do we learn from those
experiences? How can we contribute in changing the structures that are embedded with
white supremacy, especially in academia and in librarianship?
In January and February 2021, we hosted the 2021 Institute for Research Design in
Librarianship (IRDL) Scholars' Speaker Series: “Thinking Critically About Research and
Power,” which spotlighted voices and ideas that challenge traditional ways of conducting
research. Over 1,400 people from around the globe attended at least one session.
In recognition of the critical importance of centering DEIA in our work (including our
upcoming unit-level strategic planning), we converted the limited-term task force to a
standing library committee, which will also include issues of accessibility in their focus
moving forward.
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The library convened an internal task force in summer 2020 to
respond to the invitation issued to the LMU community through
the university-wide anti-racism project: to engage in a collective
commitment to anti-racism both institutionally and individually,
through critical engagement and reflection.
Through this process of strategic reflection, we
also identified areas for continued improvement
and accountability: most critically, recruitment
and retention of BIPOC professionals. As a
profession, librarianship is overwhelmingly white,
and the demographics of our professional staff
do not accurately reflect the diverse communities
we serve. Over the past decade, we have invested
in diversity residency programs and provided
financial support for para-professional staff to
pursue their M.L.I.S. degree. It is critical that we
continue to pursue strategies to increase both
opportunities for internal promotion (including
students who are interested in the profession) and
recruitment of BIPOC library workers.
Although we strive to be a place for everyone,
libraries have never been neutral, and the William

H. Hannon Library is no exception. We invite you
to read our DEIA Statement of Commitment in its
entirety, to reflect, and to join us in our individual
and institutional accountability for this work.
The following is an excerpt. You can read the full
statement at library.lmu.edu/deia.
“Our vision for the William H. Hannon Library
inspires us to create a brave and welcoming space
for the students, faculty, and staff of Loyola
Marymount University. For that goal to become
fully manifest at LMU, we must commit ourselves
to the principles of diversity, equity, inclusivity,
and anti-racism (DEIA) in our collections, our
spaces, our operations, and throughout all our
work.”

Open Educational
Initiatives
The university’s transition to a fully online
learning environment in March 2020 brought
into sharp relief the challenges of affordability
and accessibility of course materials that many
of our students experience. The library was
ready to respond: our Open and Affordable
Textbook Initiative (OATI), which built upon
the Course Adopted Texts (CATS) E-book
Initiative (where we invested more than
$75,000 over four years to acquire 750+
unlimited user e-books adopted by faculty
that students can access and use for free in
perpetuity), was already well underway in
spring 2020.
The pilot departmental faculty grant program,
with $10,000 in funding through the Provost’s
Office, was designed to empower departments
to explore innovative and less costly ways
to deliver quality learning materials to their
students through adoption of open educational

resources, materials already licensed by the
library and university, or other free digital
materials available for educational use. Three
faculty from art history were the first recipients
of the pilot OATI grant. Through collaboration
with the library, a network of art historians
from around the country, and each other,
they completely eliminated textbook costs
for students enrolled in four distinct courses,
which they will continue to teach in the future.
The Academic Technology Committee
(through which the OATI grant funding is
distributed) recognized the value in this work,
and recommended allocating the entirety
of their faculty development grant funding
($30,000) to OATI for AY 2021−22 awards.
In addition, after unanimously passing a
resolution endorsing the Open and Affordable
Textbook Initiative in February 2021, ASLMU
contributed an additional $5,000 for faculty

awards. Because of this additional support,
this year OATI will fund nine open and
affordable education projects across five
schools and colleges that propose to impact
over 1,300 undergraduate and graduate
students with a collective savings of $152,000
on textbooks in a single year. In addition,
many of the resources proposed will be openly
licensed so that they can be adapted by other
educators at LMU and beyond. The return on
investment for our community for this project
is exponential, and this is a high-impact area
for continued strategic growth.
In addition to the grant, the library invested
in two resources designed to empower
faculty in both discovery and creation of open
educational resources (OER):
•
EBSCO Faculty Select: A starting place
for faculty to discover and select open
and affordable e-books for their courses.
Through a single search, faculty can
access 160,000 titles across all disciplines
from our collection of unlimited-user
e-books, OER textbooks, and e-books
available for library acquisition.
•
Pressbooks: an online publishing tool
where faculty can create professionally
formatted books that can be read and
downloaded in a variety of print and

e-book formats with open licensing.
Faculty publications hosted in Pressbooks
will also be a part of the Pressbooks
Directory, a growing collection of open
scholarly monographs.
Open educational resources are only one
piece of the broader picture related to open
infrastructure and scholarly communication.
We continue to develop Digital Commons
@ Loyola Marymount University and Loyola
Law School collections in support of academic
excellence and local and global citizenship
by providing open and free access to LMU’s
scholarly output to the public. At the height
of the pandemic, many researchers were
challenged by the lack of access to scholarly
resources with libraries across the globe being
closed. A Switzerland researcher emailed us,
“I just wanted to thank your institution for
providing fundamental tools to researchers in
this situation in which having physical access
to libraries has become complicated.” This past
year, Digital Commons grew 16 percent from
the previous year as 1,897 new open access
publications were added. Throughout the year,
Digital Commons had 631,994 downloads and
was accessed by 14,747 institutions throughout
221 countries.
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Notable Library Events
and Programs
Prior to this year, it was not uncommon for the library to host 40-50 public
programs each year: from our Faculty Pub Night lectures to our spring reception
for the winners of the annual Undergraduate and Graduate Library Research
Awards. When we were forced to close the building to visitors in March 2020,
there was some initial trepidation about how we would continue to provide
engaging co-curricular learning opportunities for our students. Nonetheless,
we rose to the challenge.
Focusing our efforts on delivering a virtual programming experience that would
equal if not exceed our in-person events was a challenge that we met with
enthusiasm. Altogether, we hosted 75 events during the 2020–21 academic year,
reaching an estimated 3,208 attendees. We utilized Zoom, Instagram Live, and
other streaming tools to host all our major programs, all the while learning from
our experiences and developing best practices to support that work. Additionally,
we created a variety of synchronous and asynchronous orientation experiences
for both students and faculty, utilizing YouTube, ThingLink (for 360-degree
virtual tours), and the library’s website. We worked with more than 45 unique
programming partners from across campus, including the Academic Resource
Center, the Provost’s Office, the CSJ Center for Reconciliation and Justice, as well
as partners beyond LMU, such as Los Angeles Public Library and the Statewide
California Electronic Library Consortium.
In some cases, we created opportunities for faculty and students that were more
intimate and more impactful than the in-person corollary. For example, this is not
the first time we’ve hosted ad-hoc information literacy workshops, but attendance
in the past was paltry, at best. The convenience of the virtual classroom allowed
us to connect with 10 times the number of students we normally attract in person;
and the impact of these events didn’t stop with simple attendance numbers. The
virtual space provided new methods for engagement, including both synchronous
and asynchronous conversations.
Here are some programming highlights from the past year.
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Faculty Pub Night
As we have done every year for more than a decade,
we celebrated the academic achievements of our
faculty through Faculty Pub Night, a series of eight
lectures that highlight the scholarly and creative
work of our colleagues. This year, our entirely
virtual Pub Night series attracted 341 attendees and
covered topics including the history of oil fields in
Southern California, relational justice, feminicidio
at our Southern border, breast cancer, privacy law,
millenials’ cooking habits, the representation of
migrants in Italian films, and the history of Indian
cinema. In order to meet the expectations of a virtual
setting, we reduced the length of the event and
increased the opportunities for engagement between
audience members and our speakers.

Haunting of Hannon:
Our Digital Collections
This year’s Haunting of Hannon was like none other
before it. If you’re familiar with the works of Kevin
Wetmore, professor of theatre arts, then you know
that is saying a lot! This year’s production was entirely
virtual and streamed live to more than 200 viewers.
As Halloween approached and the veil between
our worlds grew thin, the demonic elements of the
library’s digital collections were beginning to grow
hungry. The lack of library patrons encouraged
those spirits to explore new and creative ways of
possession. Through a series of scenes, performed by
LMU students and hosted by a mysterious librarian,
we discovered what happens when you “access”
online collections via Zoom and open a door to the
other side. The recording of the production has been
viewed more than 1,000 times on YouTube.

CSJ Symposium: Faces of Justice
In collaboration with the CSJ Center for Reconciliation

and Justice, we produced two events included in

the 2021 CSJ Symposium: Faces of Justice. The first
panel focused on the role that archives play in our
communities, starting from two essential premises:
(1) that archives physically preserve the unique
identity of communities; and (2) that archival practice
can serve as an intrinsic form of social and political
activism. The panelists included Carol Wells from
the Center for the Study of Political Graphics; Sharon
Sekhon from the Studio for Southern California
History; and Marisa Ramirez from the William H.
Hannon Library. Amy Woodson-Boulton, associate
professor of history, moderated the conversation.
The second panel, moderated by Dean of the Library
Kris Brancolini, included three speakers discussing
the role that student journalism plays in campus
communities: how LMU’s own student journalists
can create opportunities for reconciling the public’s
trust and reimagining how journalism can heal
communities in recovery from a politically divisive
era. Alyssa Story from the Los Angeles Loyolan,
Raven Yamamoto from Agency LMU, and journalism
Clinical Assistant Professor Kevin Curran spoke in
conversation. Collectively, the two CSJ events were
attended by 160 attendees.

Digital Citizenship 101 Workshops
In order to address systemic problems with
misinformation online (especially surrounding the
2020 election and the COVID-19 pandemic), we
designed a multi-part Digital Citizenship workshop
series focusing on skills students can use to navigate
online information spaces. The resulting two-part
workshop had 57 attendees and has already been
requested for repeat sessions by faculty and students
and accepted as a conference presentation at National
Association of Media Literacy Education 2021
conference. The first workshop, “The Misinformation
Pandemic: Who Can You Trust?” taught students how
to evaluate the credibility of news stories swirling
around the COVID-19 pandemic and the technology
that impacts daily information consumption. The
second workshop, “Raising the Bar: Understanding

Data Visualization,” helped students learn the basics
of designing data visualizations, selecting appropriate
graph styles, and how to identify misleading data
visuals.

Hannon Inside/Out Interviews
In order to promote the individual employees of the
library and, in particular, the ways in which they
support academic success, not to mention the ways
we adapted working during COVID-19, we created a
video interview series “Hannon Inside/Out.” Library
outreach student assistants met one-on-one with 19
library staff for recorded interviews that were posted
to our Instagram account and YouTube channel.
These interviews explored questions such as, “How
did you come to work in academic libraries?” “How
does your work impact students at LMU?” and “What
projects are you working on right now to support DEI
initiatives at the library?” The spring videos alone
have already been viewed more than 500 times. We
plan to continue the interview series in the future so
be sure to subscribe to our YouTube page for updates.

Thinking Critically About Research and Power
In spring 2020, we collaborated with the Statewide
California Electronic Library Consortium (SCELC)
to host five nationally renowned scholars as part of
a new speaker series for our Institute for Research
Design in Librarianship (IRDL) titled “Thinking
Critically About Research and Power.” This series
shines a spotlight on voices and ideas that challenge
traditional ways of conducting research. As librarians,
educators, and researchers, we welcome this
opportunity to reflect and incorporate what we learn
from these speakers into our own research efforts, so
that our methodologies integrate anti-racist and anticolonial practices. The five online speaker events were
attended by a total of 1,447 attendees.
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Undergraduate Library
Research Awards
Now in its 15th year, the Undergraduate
Library Research Awards recognize and
reward LMU undergraduate students
whose research makes expert and
creative use of the services, resources,
and collections of the William H.
Hannon Library to produce a scholarly
or creative work. Each entry includes
the research project or paper, an essay
explaining how the student conducted
their research and used library
resources, a bibliography, and a letter
of nomination from the faculty member
who assigned the paper or project.
For the 2021 Undergraduate Library
Research Awards, a grand prize of
$1,000 was awarded to Julia Horton (a)
for her paper “Investigating Language
Variation and Change in Appalachian
Dialects: The Case of the Perfective
Done.” She was nominated by Anna
Muraco. According to the selection
committee, Horton demonstrated
expert facility at navigating library
resources — from interlibrary loan to
Zotero — not only to research a specific

a
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b

dialectic feature, but also to teach
herself foundations of the discipline
of linguistics. One member of the
committee commented that Horton’s
work is of “graduate level” quality.
Horton is a senior Spanish major who
produced this work as a thesis for
HNRS 4100.
In the group award category, Tomasz
“Tomi” Kufel (b), Federico Zampedri
(c), Kara Reiss (d), and Mason Friesch
(e) won $1,500 for their work, titled
“Mars: A Second Home — Full
Space Program Proposal and Mars
Colonization Research Report,” which
envisioned a comprehensive space
program to establish a settlement on
Mars. The group produced the work
in a spring 2020 first-year seminar
course, and they were nominated by
Claire Leon and Michael Noltemeyer.
The group reflective essay eloquently
illustrated their research journey as a
team on an ambitious project. Their
extensive bibliography draws together
a wide range of research sources

c

d

incorporating scientific studies, current
space technologies, 3D rendering, and
digital artwork. Kufel is a film and TV
production major, Zampedri is a film
and TV production major with a minor
in business administration, Reiss is a
studio arts major with a minor in art
history, and Friesch is a biology major.
It is particularly impressive that all the
members were first-year students when
they created the work.
Honorable mentions were awarded to
Nicole Keegan (f ) and Fay Shen (g).
Nicole Keegan, a junior history and
communication studies major, was
awarded $450 for her paper “Men
and Matelotage: Sexuality and SameSex Relationships within Homosocial
Structures in the Golden Age of Piracy,
1640–1720.” This paper was produced
for HIST 4010 and nominated by Kevin
McDonald. Keegan used a wide variety
of primary and secondary sources,
including a Ph.D. dissertation, in
writing a detailed and interesting paper.

e

f

Fay Shen, a senior psychology major,
was awarded $450 for her work
“Finding Psychology in Ballet: Anthony
Tudor’s Not-So-Psychological Ballets.”
She was nominated by Jill Nunes
Jensen for her DANC 281 class. In her
reflective essay, Shen detailed how she
used interdisciplinary resources from
a variety of sources when conducting
her research to create a paper that
approached dance criticism from a
unique perspective. In her work, Shen
set up a model of looking at ballet
through the lens of psychology.
Congratulations to our 2021 winners!

g

Graduate Library
Research Awards
Now in its second year, the Graduate
Library Research Awards recognize
and reward LMU graduate students
whose research makes expert and
creative use of the services, resources,
and collections of the William H.
Hannon Library to produce a scholarly
or creative work. Each entry includes
the research project or paper, an essay
explaining how the student conducted
their research and used library
resources, a bibliography, and a letter
of nomination from the faculty member
who assigned the paper or project.
For the 2021 Graduate Library Research
Awards, a grand prize of $1,000
was awarded to Armando Carvalho
(a) for his paper titled “The LocalExecutive Governance Model in
Catholic Parochial Elementary Schools:
Understanding Pastors’ Perspectives.”
He was nominated by Lauren Casella.
Carvalho produced the work for
EDLA 7953. The selection committee
highlighted his in-depth synthesis and
contribution to the field of Catholic

a

b

education. Additionally, the faculty
letter of support said of Carvalho’s work
that it contains “rich data from multiple
sources, and his analysis is significant,
comprehensive, and exhibits mature
and individual thinking.”
In the group award category, Mellisa
Magdalena Alvarez (b) and Sabrina
Cordero (c) won $1,500 for their
work “Deconstructing the Narratives
of Latina STEM Educators,” which
was produced for EDUR 5020 and
nominated by Maryann Krikorian.
According to the selection committee,
“their compelling research paper
required deep exploration and
analysis of Latinx narratives in STEM
education.” Furthermore, the strong
letter of recommendation from
Krikorian highlighted the students’ use
of platicas, as the published research
is data-heavy and lacking elements
of storytelling and narrative-building
for Latina STEM educators. Krikorian
states, “I was impressed with their
knowledge, understanding the holes

c

in the current theoretical and research
base, grasp of methodical components,
and unwavering dedication to social
justice.”
Honorable mentions were awarded
to Theresia J. Portoghese (individual)
and Brendan Henrique and Daisy
Altamirano (group).
Theresia J. Portoghese (d) won $450
for her paper “An Eight-Week Yoga
Program to Support Undergraduate
Academic Aptitude,” an “engaging
and well-informed research project”
on yoga traditions that help lower
undergraduate anxiety, depression,
and stress. Portoghese’s well-written
reflective essay demonstrated the
use of interdisciplinary methods and
contributions to the burgeoning yoga
studies field. This paper was nominated
by Lori Rubenstein Fazzio and
produced for YGST 6060.

group category for their paper titled
“The Effect of Labor Differences
in Charter and Traditional Public
Schools on Teacher Attitudes and
Beliefs.” This practical and engaging
research paper brings together various
lenses (education, labor, economics,
and human resources). Additionally,
the reflective essay demonstrates
an interdisciplinary approach and
expert use of library resources. The
strong letter of recommendation
from Maryann Krikorian highlighted
the students’ creative thought and
intention: “They took the time to
thoughtfully conceive a new and
unique research project, engaging in
discernment and research to advocate
for diversity, equity, and inclusion.”
This work was produced for EDUR
5018.
Congratulations to our 2021 winners!

Brendan Henrique (e) and Daisy
Altamirano (f ) each won $450 in the

d

e

f
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By the Numbers
EXPENDITURES

PHYSICAL COLLECTIONS

ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

SERVICES

$1,621,529
E-resources

593,815
Books

$4,248,521
Personnel

6,359
Bound periodicals

637,876
E-books
894
Course Adopted E-books

4,206
Check-outs and
in-library use

(salaries and fringe)

$3,970,357
Capital print and
electronic materials

28,958
CDs, DVDs,
and other media

$395,445
Operating expenses

5,606
Archival collections

PROGRAMMING

718
Current print
periodical subscriptions

38
Virtual public
programs
3,208
Attendees total
across all programs
3
Public exhibitions
on display
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(No cost to students)

59,145
E-periodical titles
328
E-reference databases

(in linear feet)

1,042,308
Postcards

DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
41,176
Items
701,698
Downloads, including:
•
•

221 countries around the
world

14,733 different institutions

111,362
E-book usage
240,812
E-journal usage
244,381
LibGuides usage
6,893
Reference questions
9,051
Total visitors
5,513
Students receiving
library instruction
4,643
Main stacks
retrieval requests

New Librarians

Shelby Hallman

Taylor Parks

Marisa Ramirez

Alexis Weiss

Shelby Hallman (she/her) was hired in October
2020 as the reference and instruction librarian for
science and engineering. She is the liaison to the
Biology, Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Health and Human Sciences, Mechanical
Engineering, and Systems Engineering
departments and programs. The position will
increase library connections with and support
for Seaver College. Prior to joining LMU,
Hallman worked at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign and, most recently, NC
State University. She earned her M.L.I.S from
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
and earned B.A.s in comparative literature and
German with a minor in engineering mechanics
from Pennsylvania State University.

Taylor Parks (they/them) was promoted in June
2021 to become our new cataloging librarian.
Parks had previously served LMU as interim
cataloging librarian. They are the liaison to
Women’s and Gender Studies. Before coming to
LMU, Parks worked at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, the University of Illinois
at Chicago, and most recently, LAC Group. Parks
earned their M.L.I.S. from the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and additionally
has a B.A. in English studies from Illinois
State University, and an A.S. from Heartland
Community College in Normal, Illinois.

Starting December 2020, Marisa Ramirez ’07
(she/her) joined archives and special collections
as the processing archivist. This new position will
ensure that incoming collections are efficiently
and carefully processed so that they may become
available to researchers. Ramirez is especially
interested in streamlining workflows, increasing
accessibility, and in anti-racist description
practices. Ramirez was raised in the Antelope
Valley region of California and became a firstgeneration college student, earned a B.S. in
biology from Loyola Marymount University, and
an M.L.S. from the University of North Texas.

Alexis Weiss (she/they) was hired in March
of 2020 as our new reference and instruction
librarian for theology. She is the liaison to the
Theological Studies, Philosophy, Yoga Studies,
and Bioethics departments. Before coming
to LMU, Weiss worked at Atla (formerly the
American Theological Library Association),
Naropa University, and most recently, Prescott
College. Alexis earned their M.L.S. degree from
Texas Woman’s University, and additionally has
an M.A. in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism and Sanskrit
from Naropa University and a B.A. in philosophy
from Hendrix College. Weiss’ research interest
focuses on the intersecting identities and
struggles of LGBTQ+ people of faith, reflecting
her own experience as a queer/trans Buddhist.
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Selected Works by Librarians
The names of William H. Hannon Library librarians are in bold. Posters and presentations are in chronological order within author.

Conference Posters
Aguilar, Darlene. (June 2020).
“Supporting Graduate Student
Research.” California Academic and
Research Libraries Association (CARL)
2020 Conference. Virtual poster.
Aguilar, Darlene, Acosta, Elisa Slater,
Archambault, Susan, and Weiss,
Alexis. (April 2021). “Jumping into the
Virtual Deep End: Real World Lessons
of How We Moved F2F Instruction
Online.” ACRL Distance and Online
Learning Section (DOLS). Virtual
poster.
Alvarado, A., Ghilardi, B., Jackson,
John, Thornel, L. & Wardzala, S. (June
2021). "Creating Spaces for Meaningful
Dialogue: The Human Library at Three
Universities." AJCU Justice in Higher
Education Conference. Virtual poster.

Conference Presentations
Aguilar, Darlene, Blas, Nataly, and
Conner-Gaten, Aisha. (April 2021).
“Back to Basics: Creating Online
Interactive Tutorials for Undergraduate
Business Students.” 2021 Spring
BRASS (Business Reference and
Services Section), Reference and User
Services Association, American Library
Association. Online Symposium.
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Andrade, Ray. (July 2020). “LMU
Sue: Ditch the Bullet Points and
Develop a Library Orientation Story.”
Lifelong Information Literacy (LILi)
Conference.
Andrade, Ray. (Co-presenter).
(November 2020). “Diversity, Equity,
Inclusion (DEI) and Anti-Racism
in Academic Libraries.” California
Library Access Services South (CLASS)
Information Session.
Andrade, Ray. (January 2021).
“360 Technology for Virtual Library
Engagement.” California Academic &
Research Libraries (CARL) Southern
California Instruction Librarians (SCIL)
Works Conference.
Andrade, Ray. (Co-presenter).
(February 2021). “Equity, Diversity,
Inclusion, and Anti-Racism in Access
Services.” Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL) Access
Services Interest Group (ASIG) Spring
Forum.
Andrade, Ray. (May 2021).
“Underground Activism: An Academic
Librarian's Efforts to Support University
Custodians.” Library Association of the
City University of New York (LACUNY)
Institute.

Archambault, Susan Gardner. (April
2021). “Protecting Student Data? A
Critical Analysis of the California
Consumer Privacy Act.” American
Educational Research Association
(AERA) annual conference.
Becht, Cynthia. (August 2020).
“Instruction in Archives and Special
Collections.” California Rare Book
School Course: Better Teaching with
Rare Materials.
Becht, Cynthia, Wiebers, Leon,
Rousseau, Elise, and GonzalezAndrieu, Cecilia. (November 2020).
“Interdisciplinary Collaboration,
Pedagogical Instruction with Practical
Hands-On Learning Utilizing Historic
Collections: A Conversation.” Costume
Society of America Western Region
Speaker Series.
Becht, Cynthia, Wiebers, Leon, and
Gonzalez-Andrieu, Cecilia. (April 2021).
“A Conversation on the LMU Liturgical
Vestment Collection.” ACTI Faculty
Fellowship Presentation.
Becht, Cynthia, Wiebers, Leon,
Rousseau, Elisa, and Lawrence,
Lisa. (May 2021). “How to Engage
Undergraduates in Hands-On Research
with Hidden Textile Collections:
A Partnership.” Costume Society

of America. 47th Annual National
Symposium.
Branch, N., Garrett, T., Jackson,
John, and Kuebel-Hernandez, J.
(March 2021). “SCELC Libraries on
Communication Value.” A panel
discussion at SCELCapalooza.
Hazlitt, Jamie. (November 2020).
“Hope for the Best, Prepare for
the Worst: Engaging Faculty with
a Multi-year Deselection Project.”
Lightning round presentation at SCELC
Colloquium.
Hazlitt, Jamie. (April 2021). “Open and
Affordable Textbook Initiative @ LMU
- Faculty Grants.” Lightning round
presentation at SCELC OER Landscape
Report.
Ramirez, Marisa, Sekhon, S., Wells,
C., and Woodson-Boulton, A. (February
2021). “Documenting the Faces of
Social Justice: Communities and
Archives.” 2021 CSJ Center Symposium.
Wen-Paloutzian, Rachel. (August
2020). “Rhetorical Arts: Incorporating
Special Collections into First-year
Curriculum.” California Rare Book
School Course: Better Teaching with
Rare Materials.

Wen-Paloutzian, Rachel, and
Poladian, Laura. (April 2021). “Handson with Padlet: Creating a Virtual
Interactive Space with Archives for
Instruction and Beyond.” Society of
California Archivists Pre-Conference
Workshop Webinar.

Publications
Berg, Selinda Adelle, Hoffmann,
Kristin, Brancolini, Kristine R., and
Kennedy, Marie R. (June 2021). “‘I
mean, pandemic’: How COVID-19
Has Disrupted Librarians’ Research.”
College and Research Libraries News
82(6).
Fountaine, Lara, and Hallman, Shelby.
(2021). “Designing and Developing
a Personal Librarian Program for
Transfer Students.” In Transfer Student
Success: Advancing Outcomes from
the Library. (pgs. 51-61). Chicago:
American Library Association.

Hazlitt, Jamie, and Johnson-Grau,
Glenn. (2021) “Hope for the Best,
Prepare for the Worst: Engaging Faculty
with a Multi-year Deselection Project.”
In Kimberly Edwards and Tricia
MacKenzie (Eds.) Telling the Technical
Services Story. (pgs. 197–207) Chicago,
Illinois: American Library Association
ALCTS Monographs.

Zhuplev, A., and Blas, Nataly. (2021).
“Business Education in the USA:
Strategic Imperatives in the Age of
Disruption.” In Suzanne Zyngier
(Ed.), Enhancing Academic Research
and Higher Education with Knowledge
Management Principles (pgs. 146-176).
IGI Global.

Jason, Don. P., Kennedy, Marie R., and
Brancolini, Kristine. (In press, 2021).
“Mentoring Academic Librarians for
Research Success” in Leila Rod-Welch
and Barbara E. Weeg, (eds.) Academic
Library Mentoring: Fostering Growth and
Renewal. Chicago: ACRL.

Awards and Grants

Velez, L., Alston, J., Blas, Nataly,
Bradshaw, K., Duffus, O., Eads, D.,
Holmes, G., and Patterson, O. (2021).
“Mapping the Residency Program
Landscape.” The Journal of Academic
Librarianship, 47(5).

Rachel Wen-Paloutzian. Winner
of the Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL) /Rare
Books & Manuscripts Section (RBMS)
Conference Scholarship Award, 20202021. Funding to attend the 2021 virtual
conference.

Nataly Blas, Aisha Conner-Gaten,
Jennifer Masunaga and Jessea
Young. Recipients of the SCELC
Project Initiative Funds (SPIF) Grant
for the “2021 People of Color in LIS
(POCinLIS) Summit.”
Nataly Blas and Anatoly Zhuplev.
Recipients of the Inspirational
Paradigm for Jesuit Business Education
Grant for “Applications in Experiential
Learning and Regional Socio-Economic
Development.”
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Excellence in Academic
Libraries Award
In the fall of 2020, the William H. Hannon Library was the recipient
of the 2021 ACRL Excellence in Academic Libraries Award, one of
the highest honors a university library can receive at the national
level. In receiving this honor, LMU joined the ranks of institutions
such as Cornell, the University of Virginia, and the University of
Washington in being recognized as universities with libraries that
significantly impact their students and contribute to the mission of
their parent institutions.
In receiving the award, Dean of the Library Kristine Brancolini
said: “At the William H. Hannon Library, we continually strive to
be the best versions of ourselves. We are driven by our campus
culture to be innovative, inclusive, and collaborative. The Jesuit and
Marymount values of Loyola Marymount University require us to
consider who is left out in any conversation and to identify where
we can do better. We are thrilled to receive this honor and hope that
our work can serve as a model for libraries of all shapes and sizes.”
The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) is the
largest professional organization for academic librarians and an
arm of the American Library Association. Their annual award
recognizes academic librarians and staff who work together as
a team to develop academic libraries that are outstanding in
furthering the educational missions of their institutions. The
award is given to three academic libraries each year in one of three
categories: college, community college, and university. Hannon
Library was recognized in the “university” category.
“The 2021 award recipients demonstrate strength and innovation
in the face of a global health crisis, a clear commitment to student
success and equity, and engagement with their local and campus
communities,” said ACRL Interim Executive Director Kara J.
Malenfant. “Receiving an Excellence in Academic Libraries Award
is a tribute to each library and its entire staff for outstanding
services, programs, and leadership.”
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We were recognized alongside Davidson College and Tulsa
Community College. Previous winners of the award can be found
on the ACRL Excellence in Academic Libraries website. There, you
will also find our full 78-page application dossier which includes
information about how Hannon Library:
•
impacts students through teaching
information literacy concepts;
•
collaborates with faculty to enrich classroom
experiences through primary sources;
•
connects with faculty, staff, and students through
creative and innovative programming;
•
acquires and collects new resources that support
the Jesuit and Marymount mission of LMU;
•
supports professionals in the library and information
science field by creating spaces for librarians of color
and opportunities for research development.

“The William H. Hannon Library demonstrated a clear case of
initiatives that bolster the institution’s mission, in particular
encouraging learning, educating the whole person, and social
justice,” said Lauren Pressley, chair of the 2021 Excellence in
Academic Libraries Awards Committee and associate dean for
research and learning services at the University of Washington.
“The library has embraced evidence-based practices and built a
culture of assessment which is evident in the outcomes of their
initiatives.”
John Jackson, head of outreach for the William H. Hannon Library,
said of the award: “This award recognizes the incredible impact
that Hannon Library has on the learning outcomes of LMU
students. Moreover, it shows how we go above and beyond to
promote social justice and innovation in our field. This award is a
validation of all the work we are doing and an inspiration for us to
strive to do more.”

Thank You to
Our Donors

The William H. Hannon Library values the contributions of its donors. Your support fuels the academic excellence
of the library, provides for the acquisition and maintenance of rare collections and archival materials, enriches our
information resources, strengthens our ability to offer interdisciplinary and innovative programming, and so much
more. The list below includes outright gifts and pledge payments received during the fiscal year that began
June 1, 2020 and ended May 31, 2021.

nancy s . amodeo and anthony j . amodeo , m . a . '89 carol ayala jacques felicia r . bagby , mba '99 cynthia becht kristine r . brancolini and eugene l . brancolini
gloria cardenas and alfonso p . cardenas '54 timothy carleton carmen e . castaneda '12 hon . tony coelho jill e . cornelio '04 joann cowans m . christine crahan
and sean d . crahan '61 carolyn bauer '74 and paul g . craig , mba '16 catherine l . dellacamera '91 julia stearns dockweiler foundation daniel draper elizabeth a .
drummond michael e . engh ’72 , s . j . charles e . erven jeffrey n . gatten danielle good jamie g . hazlitt and chria hazlitt harold e . huffer , mba '92 john jackson
trudy b . jacoby and thomas j . jacoby '58 glenn johnson - grau ann b . kennedy and john j . kennedy david knox lori a . kremer ’95 sharon a . locy christopher
g . louie '91 loyola marymount university jesuit community therese a . martin '58 and bernard h . martin cathy ( pieper ) mccutcheon ’86 stephen f . mclaughlin
priscilla messing tracy l . mlakar '97 loretta m . morris and richard j . morris ann nanos and john m . nanos sandra e . naranjo ’04, m . a . ’07 kirstin noreen alice
m . o ' reilly ’73 and chuck o ' reilly christine palau patricia m . parker and rexford t . parker jane p . pavlina and george f . pavlina m . s . e . ’74 rosalinda p . piamonte
chris pieper jeff pieper mary ann meade - poladian ’81 and joel h . poladian ’80 carol kane raby barbara rico and richard rico irene a . ronnow and lawrence r .
ronnow ’70 susan k . schlosstein and brent e . schlosstein p ’21 matthew g . shannon ’91 phillip shigekuni charles and louise silverberg john august swanson paula
a . higashi and frederick j . taugher ’61 c . anne turhollow ’76 and michael j . perkins charles b . turhollow ’81 peter a . uribe mary anne villeneuve and alfred t .
villeneuve frank von zerneck joanna vose msgr . francis j . weber jennifer l . weismann and steve m . weismann ’92 cynthia l . weitz and gregory m . weitz ’81 p ’22
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